FREE SAMPLE SERVICE
Ask for a sample before you buy!

Tel: 01494 670 600
Email: admin@alpha-furniture.co.uk

Product ref: HB1SM

Deluxe Comfortable
Stacking High Back Chair
From: £57.85
Quantity

Price

1 - 24

£71.85

25 - 49

£68.85

50 - 99

£67.85

100 - 199

£66.85

200 - 399

£65.85

400 -

£57.85

Description
This chair is one of the most comfortable in our range. It combines supreme comfort with stackability, durability,
style and a multitude of options. The waterfall front and deep, generous high back make it a hit with various
shapes and sizes of user. It is entirely UK made, comes with our 6 year guarantee, and features several clever
touches, including forming continuous or bench seat when in rows.
Options include arms, hammer paint, wider frame, handhold or not, book storage, stain protection and linking.
Many frame colours are available, as are various fabrics and colours. Stacking buffers on the frame help protect
against scratching. The extra support offered by the deep back means this chair almost sells itself when sat on. A
beech laminate framed version is also available.
Few chairs offer such a combination of value, quality, options, comfort and versatility, plus of course that true 'pew
seat'. Armchairs also stack, as long as they are the top chair in a stack. Our universal chair removal trolley will
quickly help move a stack of up to 6 chairs for fast, efficient stowage. The trolley can be slipped easily into a
cupboard. These chairs come with our 6 year guarantee, and stack 6 high. Lead-time is 5 weeks from the date of
your order.
Please note that when ordering the armchair version that links are not available and should not be selected.
Please note the minimum online order quantity for this product is 10. For smaller quantities please call the office
to discuss delivery costs.
Url: https://www.alpha-furnishing.com/product/deluxe-comfortable-stacking-high-back-chair/

Additional information
Weight: 8.6kg
Length: 500mm
Height: 930mm
Stacking: 6
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Optional Extras
Arm Options: None(+£), Long Arms(+£13.5)
Book Storage: None(+£), Elasticated Pocket (OBE)(+£7), Curved Metal Book Box on Back (OBM1)(+£14.75),
Curved Metal Book Box under Seat (OBM2)(+£14.75), Wire Rack (WR)(+£6.5)
Links: None(+£), Clip-On Link (OLS)(+£1.95), Round Welded Link including poly insert(+£2.45), Retro Fit Link
(OLR)(+£4.25)
General Options: Communion Cup Fitment(+£1.95), Stain Protection for Advantage(+£6.5)
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